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And so we reach the end of another year. Map production has continued unabated and there are plenty
of designs still in my in-tray for 2022 and beyond. However, there will be competition from my brand new
recorder, an alto by Küng, with months of frustration ahead converting from C-fingering to F-fingering.

Date for your diary
The third Schematic Mapping Workshop will take place 21st
to 22nd April 2022 at Ruhr-Universität Bochum. Check the
workshop website for instructions on submission. Liaising with the
people who have expressed intention to submit papers, we have
set the final deadline for submissions to Friday 24th December.
If you would like to submit a paper or a poster there is still time,
email us at the workshop address if you would like advice.

Limited edition print (no. 2)
My second venture is something a little bit more specialist. In Circles Round the Essex Sunshine Coast, as
featured in this newsletter, is available as a signed and numbered print. If you do have fond memories of
trips to the Essex seaside, this is another perfect souvenir. Full details here.

In the media, on the web
The local theme for this month continues with my persuading the Clacton & Frinton Gazette to cover
the new Sunshine Coast Circles Map from this newsletter.

Book news
The New York City Subway map always seems to generate more
debate than any other network and the latest book about its
design offers a transcript of a pivotal one. The New York Subway
Map Debate at Cooper Union took place in April 1978 and was
a turning point in the battle between schematisation versus
(pseudo-)topography. Edited by Gary Hustwit, illustrated with
photographs from the event, published by Standards Manual,
140 pages, ISBN 978-0-9895321-6-7.

Map of the Month: Closer to Home
In November, I talked about the causal webs that conjure maps
into existence. Even with a bursting four-page newsletter last
month the results of this particular one still haven’t been fully documented. I also needed a design to link
my London and Rotterdam maps on display at the Wivenhoe station exhibition. The topic for this was
obvious: the historic Harwich–Hoek ferry service. The setting needed to be modern-day to match the
other two designs, and the genre needed to be able to bridge the gap between quaint, bucholic British
Arts & Crafts on one side and startling Dutch De Stijl modernism on the other. Astonishingly, given the
timelines of development, posters in these styles could easily have co-exitsted.

The schematised coasts were
influenced by the Rotterdam
Hinterland map that I discussed
in August 2020. The lettering was
inspired by simple shapes and also
early 20th century experiments. It
is intentionally genre-less but with
nods in many directions. Coasts
and lettering together implied a
minimalist ethos and therefore
decorative elements needed to
be added and integrated into
the work to bridge the genre gap
without creating any gratuitous
fussiness. The Amsterdam School
enabled the divide to be crossed,
providing a Dutch equivalent to
British Arts & Crafts, and giving
inspiration for a decorative frame via tulips from a wood carving. These
were not enough by themselves but everything fell into place once a
suitably English flower was identified to complement them: the Tudor
rose. Attempts to get a mix of early 20th century genres and elements
to work together on their own terms resulted in a year’s gestation. The
poster was completed just in time for the end of the exhibition!
With my mind firmly focused on my home turf,
as a bonus I created a concentric circles map
for the Essex Sunshine coast. In the past I have
found that trial and error is required to find the
best focal point. When this is predetermined
politically the risk is that the result will appear
contrived. I needed two attempts to get the
map to work, but the outcome is surprisingly
balanced and undistorted. Not only is this a
fun celebration of sun, sand and sea, the map
highlights gaps in the East Anglian network.
Five maps so far have now been brought into
existence just because I wanted to rework my
London Underground Art Nouveau design and
I had gaps to fill at an exhibition. Ironically the
map that started it all is not yet completed but
is on the way. Map of the Month for January
takes us in a completely different direction,
exploring my developing interests in music
and also in broadening my information design
repertoire. Wishing all my readers a cheerful
Christmas and a positive New Year.
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